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Abstract

This paper shows that Workflow Management Systems (WFMS) and a data com-
munication standard called Job Transfer and Manipulation (JTM) are built on the
same concepts, even though different words are used. The paper analyses the corre-
spondence of workflow concepts and JTM concepts. Besides, the correspondence of
relationships between those concepts is analysed as well. Thus, we show that JTM
is suitable for triggering activities, coordination of work, routing of documents, han-
dling exceptions, safeguarding the integrity of business transactions and retrieving
information from business processes. This implies that JTM can be used to sup-
port workflows and to provide interoperability between different brands of workflow
tools.

Key words: interoperability, job transfer and manipulation, network technology,
OSI application layer, workflow management systems.

1 Introduction

A workflow process is the automated component of a business process [34]. A
workflow process consists of activities, and typically crosses boundaries within
and between organisations. If a workflow process is orchestrated by different
servers of different brands, these servers must be compatible at least on the
protocol level. This is a problem within organisations where different depart-
ments use workflow servers of different brands. The problem is even more
apparent between organisations, because different organisations do not share
an authority that might force them into using an interoperable solution.
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Most contemporary workflow products are incompatible, because no standards
have yet emerged for terminology, interoperability and connectivity between
workflow products. This problem has been recognised by vendors, and has
resulted in the foundation of the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC).
The coalition focuses on the workflow management system (abbreviated to
WFMS), which is defined as a technological system in which workflow pro-
cesses are defined, performed, managed and monitored through the execution
of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation of
the workflow process logic [34]. Examples of WFMS include Officetalk-D [8],
Action Workflow [25], InConcert [24] and Regatta [32].

Job Transfer and Manipulation (JTM) is an ISO/OSI standard, which can
solve the lack of interoperability between different WFMS. Both the JTM stan-
dard and WFMS are meant to “orchestrate” business processes, by prompting
work, monitoring deadlines, making information available and monitoring the
progress of cases in the process. The JTM standard defines a service (ISO
8831) [16] and a protocol (ISO 8832) [17], which provide the full functionality
required by WFMSs, allowing organisations to focus their attention on the
inherent difficulty of inter-organisational cooperation [20,33].

The remaining of this document is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines
our research approach. Section 3 explains the backgrounds of both WFMS
and the JTM standard. Section 4 defines workflow and shows which part of
a WFMS needs a protocol, the so-called process data. Section 5 introduces
the JTM standard. Section 6 shows the conceptual correspondence between
the process data and the JTM protocol. Section 7 discusses the future devel-
opments in WFMS and the possible impact of JTM. Finally, Section 8 draws
some conclusions.

2 Research Approach

The main research question, addressed by this paper, is:

Is the JTM standard conceptually suitable for the purpose of automating
workflow processes?

In order to answer this question we adopted a conceptual approach to analyse
both workflow concepts and JTM concepts. The adoption of a conceptual
analysis is sufficient to address this question because it requires no induction
in order to draw conclusions of general validity.

This has led to the following steps in the research: (1) define workflow concepts;
(2) analyse JTM concepts; (3) relate the concepts of workflow and JTM, and;
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(4) check the correspondence of relationships between concepts.

We have used the results of field studies on workflow management appli-
cations [19], the definitions in the Workflow Management Coalition’s glos-
sary [34], and papers describing workflow tool architectures [7,23,25,31] to
create a conceptual framework of WFMSs (see Section 4). Only part of the
framework, i.e., the process data, is related to a data communication service
and protocol. The representation of the workflow process logic, which is called
definition data, does not interact with the network directly.

The analysis of JTM concepts consists of creating a UML class diagram [5]
showing JTM’s concepts as object classes and the relationships between those
concepts. Being an established and well-defined standard, JTM requires no
further justification of its consistency, completeness and applicability. A short
and readable introduction to the JTM standard is given in [21], which covers
the concepts used in this paper.

Concepts of the workflow process (the process data) and JTM concepts are
matched to determine the suitability of JTM for supporting workflow manage-
ment systems. We decided that the conceptual frameworks of workflow and
JTM match if there is a correspondence between the concepts and if there
are corresponding relationships between them. Ideally, this relation would be
isomorphic. However, some minor differences were found that do not affect the
conclusion of our work.

3 Background

Office procedure systems and image management systems were the basis of
workflow development. Workflow systems originated from office automation
[6,7], but only after the inclusion of routing and tracking capabilities in image
management systems, the importance of a routing capability for the manage-
ment of such systems as well as for the management of business processes in
general was recognised [1,14]. In the following years, some general-purpose
workflow management systems were developed, and in the late 80’s and early
90’s a large number of workflow management products became commercially
available. However, the lack of standards for workflow systems made the in-
teroperability between different products a difficult task.

To promote the development of workflow standards the Workflow Management
Coalition was created in August 1993. This organisation defined a WFMS a
reference model [13,34] that concentrates mainly on interoperability and com-
munication issues. This reference model basically defines the Workflow Enact-
ment Services, a run-time environment consisting of one or more workflow en-
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gines, and five Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to provide interop-
erability with these services. Some of the APIs are still in the process of being
standardised, but currently a number of products, such as ActionWorks Metro
(Action Technologies Inc.), FlowMark (IBM), Staffware (Staffware Corpora-
tion) and InConcert (InConcert Inc.), have already been released conforming
to the available WfMC standards.

Among the recent trends that have been pointed out recently [3,10,28,29],
three are worth mentioning: the adoption of distributed architectures instead
of client/server architectures [4,11,12,14], the utilisation of middleware plat-
forms, such as CORBA and WWW, to provide enterprise and inter-enterprise
interoperability [12,14,26,27,30], and the integration of workflow systems with
the Internet [2,22,36]. However, despite all the work that has been carried out
by the WfMC, interoperability among existing WFMS is hardly achieved [10].

Two important classes of protocols can be distinguished, viz. application pro-
tocols and data transfer protocols. Application protocols are concerned with
the interworking aspects of the distributed components of applications, while
data transfer protocols are concerned with the quality aspects of data transfer
(throughput, delay, reliability), independent of the information contents of the
data. For a long time, protocol research has focused mainly on data transfer
protocols. The uptake of application protocol research is relatively new, no-
tably since reliable data transfer services with sufficient geographical spans
could be provided at acceptable costs, e.g. [9].

JTM is an application protocol standard developed by ISO. Work on JTM
initially started with the aim of developing a standard protocol that could
replace proprietary remote job entry protocols. The latter protocols enabled
one computer to transfer background work to another computer and to receive
the results. Soon, however, it was recognised that the work should focus on
more general functions for the support of distributed, rather than remote, job
processing, for which so far no existing standards were available. The JTM
standard that emerged enabled the submission of jobs to one or more other
computers, where they can be processed either on-line or off-line; input for
the job can be collected at one or more remote locations; output of the job
can be returned to the job initiator or delivered at remote locations; and the
progression of the job processing can be monitored and manipulated.

The JTM standard was published in 1989, and consists of two parts. One
part, ISO 8831 [16], deals with the description of a general model and the
definition of the JTM service. The other part, ISO 8832 [17], deals with the
specification of the JTM protocol. An overview of the standard can be found
in, for example, [21].

Only a few commercial implementations are available to this date, probably
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because the standardisation of JTM took a long time in comparison with
other, partially overlapping, standards such as the Distributed Transaction
Processing standard. Another possible reason is the lack of specific demands
from application areas. Workflow management may become such an applica-
tion area that can stimulate the uptake of JTM implementations.

Notice that the backgrounds of JTM and WFMS are very distinct in nature.
Workflow research until recently neglected interoperability and data commu-
nication aspects, and protocol standardisation seemed to be unaware of or too
slow to respond adequately to application developments. This might explain
why JTM has not been presented as a workflow standard earlier.

4 Workflow Automation

Workflow management systems are used to support office procedures, but
are also encountered in production. Workflow technology has become feasible
because of the widespread availability of data communication services on peo-
ple’s work places. Organisations use WFMSs to monitor cases in a business
process, to trigger activities of both human workers and machines, to track
ongoing work and to monitor deadlines. Thus, a WFMS is used as an inte-
gration tool, primarily for the purpose of integrating business activities into a
smoothly running business process. Naturally, this integration requires tech-
nical integration of the underlying communication system at the application
level.

Figure 1 depicts a generic workflow management system architecture. This
architecture shows a distributed system on the basis of a communication net-
work. It is generic in the sense that each of the components can occur zero or
more times in different instances. It also abstracts from the concrete machines
on which the components are located, i.e., any component can be mapped
on any machine. The WFMS itself consists only of those elements that are
connected with a filled arrow. The application data and organisational data
are part of the complete system, i.e., the set of people, procedures and means
within the environment, but not of the WFMS, i.e., the tool.

There are three different types of active components in a WFMS: interface
processors, event managers and workflow managers. An interface processor
links applications to the WFMS. The event manager maintains a list of work
to be done, monitoring deadlines and work conditions and notifying other
actors. A workflow manager coordinates within workflow processes, spawns
and monitors other workflow processes, and communicates with other workflow
managers when necessary.
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Fig. 1. Generic WFMS architecture.

The clients occur in different roles, such as workers, developers, managers,
auditors and quality assurances. These roles are distinguished because each
requires a different functionality. In practice, combinations of these roles in
one person are not uncommon.

The architecture distinguishes five different kinds of data:

Process data gives information on the current status and history of cases.
Process data is used to decide upon the actual order of events, assignment
of actors, (re-)scheduling of activities etc. This makes the process data an
essential resource for the event managers. Besides, users draw upon the
process data in order to track a running workflow process, provide customers
with up-to-date status information and knowledge of which activities require
attention (the work list, or “to-do” list).

Process Definition data (or simply definition data) gives information on
the structure of the workflow processes. It represents the logic of the business
process. For workers using the process data, the process definition data
contains meta-information. Process definition data can be changed on the
fly, thus providing the required flexibility.

Organisation data provides the organisational context of workflow processes.
Organisation data is not related to one specific process, but contains infor-
mation of a more general nature. A WFMW has access to such data in order
to respect authorisations and qualifications that are defined within the or-
ganisation. Organisation data is not considered to be logically part of the
WFMS, but this system has access to the organisation data in order to make
decisions that require knowledge about responsibilities and authorisations
within business processes.
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Management data gives aggregate information about cases for evaluation
purposes. This data is used by (mostly operational) managers to reschedule
work when peaks in workloads are anticipated, to obtain insight in opera-
tional characteristics of a business process and to obtain metrics for pro-
ductivity, process times etc.

Application data consists of the documents and data involved in the actual
work. Application data is not considered part of the WFMS, but belongs to
the applications that are used as part of the business process. The WFMS
accesses application data in order to make it available to the persons that
perform a specific activity.

The relationship between WFMSs and the JTM standard can be understood in
the context of their respective architectures. After the previous discussion of an
architecture for workflow management systems, let us discuss the architecture
of the JTM standard.

5 Job Transfer and Manipulation

5.1 General concepts

Like most other OSI standards, the JTM standard consists of a service defi-
nition [16] and a protocol specification [17]. The JTM service defines possible
interactions between a JTM service provider and JTM service users. A JTM
service user is called agency in the standard. Agencies are abstractions of
the actual sources and sinks of JTM activity, e.g., printers, file stores, appli-
cation programs or even human users. The JTM service provider is an ab-
straction of the distributed system that supports the JTM activity. The JTM
service provider consists of JTM-specific components and a lower level service
provider. The JTM-specific components, called JTM application service ele-
ments (ASEs), interwork via the lower level service provider to provide the
JTM service. The rules for interworking are specified by the JTM protocol.
Figure 2 illustrates the JTM concepts of service and protocol.

The JTM service provider maintains and manipulates data objects called work
specifications. A work specification defines the support expected from the JTM
service provider by the agencies. It consists of three key elements:

• a set of global parameters: these parameters enable the identification and
authorisation of the entire JTM activity, referred to as the JTM job, and
define the report that is required;
• a subjob specification: this element specifies the JTM service provider sup-

port for part of the JTM job;
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Fig. 2. Concepts of service and protocol.

• a proforma list: this list contains zero or more proformas, each of which
contains a subjob specification and a proforma list.

A proforma is a template that is used to create subsequent work specifica-
tions through spawning. The concept of proforma allows for conditional and
concurrent processing of JTM jobs. After a subjob specified in a work specifi-
cation has been completed, a new work specification is spawned on the basis
of the proforma in that work specification. A request of an agency may also
lead to a new work specification, which is called demand spawning. The global
parameters apply to the initial subjob as well as to further subjobs obtained
by spawning proformas. A subjob coincides with the OSI job if it is the initial
subjob and if the proforma list in the initial work specification is empty.

A work specification also contains a document list, which may be empty, with
documents which are transparent for the JTM service provider. These doc-
uments are required by agencies mentioned in the subjob specification. For
example, a document may be a program, a text file, or job data.

Four categories of agencies are distinguished:

• initiation agencies, which are able to define a JTM job. An initiation agency
interacts with a JTM ASE, which then creates the initial work specification;
• source agencies, which are able to provide documents to a JTM ASE;
• sink agencies, which are able to accept documents from a JTM ASE;
• execution agencies, which are able to process documents delivered to it

by a JTM ASE. An execution agency may also provide documents to the
JTM ASE. These documents contain results of the processing of previously
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accepted documents.

Agencies of different types may co-exist in a single (from an OSI point of
view, non-distributed) system. Each OSI subjob involves at least a submission
system, a single target system, and zero, one or more relay systems. The
submission system contains the initiation agency and possibly one or more
source agencies; the target system contains execution and/or sink agencies;
and relay systems contain source agencies.

5.2 Document movement

Document movement is the basic JTM service provider capability for the
support of an JTM job. This capability requires a work specification with a
document movement subjob type. The document movement subjob defines
which documents are to be collected, where they are collected (from which
source agencies) and where they are delivered (to which execution and/or sink
agencies). Collected documents are included in the document list of the work
specification. The initiation agency may also provide documents, together with
the information that is required to create the initial work specification.

A source agency which is requested to provide a document can either ob-
tain the document using a non-standardised access method or using the File
Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM) standard [15]. Similarly, a sink
or execution agency that accepts a document may dispose it in a way that is
not standardised or by using the FTAM standard.

A document movement subjob consists of a list of document movement op-
erations. A document movement operation may specify the concatenation of
collected documents to form a single document for delivery. It may also spec-
ify with a single reference a group of documents, rather than an individual
document, which are to be collected from a single source agency.

Figure 3 illustrates the processing of two successive document movement sub-
jobs, one contained in the initial work specification and the other contained in
the work specification created after completion of the initial subjob by spawn-
ing. The figure shows the submission of a work specification by an initiation
agency. This work specification is routed to a source agency to pick up a doc-
ument, and subsequently forwarded to an execution agency. After processing,
the output is sent to a sink agency. Each interaction is performed using work
specifications as a device to carry work and information related to that work.
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Fig. 3. Example of document movements, accomplished by two successive document
movement subjobs.

5.3 Other JTM subjob types

There are a number of other JTM subjob types, besides document movement,
that are supported by the JTM service provider. Some of these subjob types
are briefly discussed in the sequel.

5.3.1 Report movement

JTM jobs may take a long time to complete. JTM provides primitives to
inquire about the status of a job and introduces the concept of job monitor,
which is a system to which reports are sent regarding the progress of a job.

A report movement subjob is contained by a work specification that is created
after the occurrence of certain events, such as the normal termination of a
subjob, the abnormal termination of a subjob due to the occurrence of errors,
the transfer of a work specification and the spawning of a proforma.

A report movement subjob consists of a set of report operations, where each
report operation causes a single report to be delivered to a single monitor
point (an agency) in a monitor system. Report movement is much simpler
than document movement since reports are never collected and route by a
report movement subjob, but are always transferred, without intermediate
manipulation, from source (the JTM ASE that detected a selected event) to
destination (the selected monitor point).
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5.3.2 Work manipulation

This subjob type specifies how to modify ongoing work associated with an
OSI job. A work manipulation subjob consists of a list of work operations,
which cause the target system to display or modify the definition of a work
specification for which the system is responsible. There are five operations:

• select, which causes the selection of one or more work specifications. All
operations following the selection apply to the selected work specifications
until a next selection operation is performed;
• modify, which changes certain fields in a work specification, and thus affects

the further processing of the OSI job;
• kill and stop, which cause the agencies in the target system to stop all pro-

cessing associated with the work specification. The kill operation in addition
causes the system to discard the work specification and any results, and;
• display, which causes a copy of parts of the selected work specifications to

be placed in a document movement work specification, which is created by
spawning the proforma contained in the work manipulation specification.

5.3.3 Report manipulation

A report manipulation subjob enables a JTM user to either delete or obtain
reports that have been retained by monitor points. This subjob consists of a
delete operation or a display operation. A delete operation causes deletion of
all received reports about part or all of a specified OSI job. A display operation
causes the generation of a display document, constructed from the received
reports about the OSI job.

5.3.4 Transfer manipulation

A transfer control manipulation subjob consists of a set, check or transfer
display operation. These operations apply to a data structure, called transfer
control record (TCR). A TCR is used by a JTM ASE to control the transfer
of work specifications from one JTM ASE to another.

A set operation causes a new TCR, possibly replacing an existing TCR, to
be put into use by a JTM ASE. This operation is used as a kind of filter for
work specifications that are awaiting transfer to another JTM ASE. A check
operation causes an existing TCR to be checked for correctness by the JTM
management centre that originally set the TCR. This operation is used usually
after the occurrence of some failure. A transfer display operation causes the
generation of a display document, which is constructed from a specified TCR.
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5.4 Specific areas of concern

There are a number of areas of concern that apply to JTM activity support,
such as transaction support, error handling, security provision and implemen-
tation options. These areas are briefly discussed in the sequel.

5.4.1 Transaction support

Transaction support means that users can rely on the existence of designated
outcomes of a JTM activity. This requires that an initiation agency know
which point in the OSI job the service provider can take responsibility for
the processing of associated actions as a single atomic action. Three levels of
commitment are supported, for instance through the use of the Commitment,
Concurrency and Recovery (CCR) standard [18]:

• completion commitment (“on-line” processing): the entire OSI job is com-
pleted as an atomic action; all work specifications created as part of the
JTM activity have been fully processed, and have ceased to exist.
• agency acceptance commitment: the initial OSI subjob has progressed (at

least) to the point at which all documents have been collected from source
agencies, and delivered to the sink and/or execution agencies in the target
system, where they have been secured for further processing.
• provider acceptance commitment (“off-line” processing): the initial work

specification has been created and secured by the service provider and all
agencies that will be accessed as part of the initial subjob have been in-
formed.

5.4.2 Error handling

A variety of mechanisms are available to cope with the occurrence of errors
during the processing of a work specification. For document movement there
are three options:

• place an error diagnostic, instead of a requested document, in the document
list of the work specification, generate an error diagnostic report, and con-
tinue. This action can be taken if a document cannot be obtained from a
source agency, but further useful processing is still possible.
• suspend the processing of the work specification for a certain period of time

to allow user correction, and generate a non-progress report. This action can
be taken if a document cannot be delivered to a sink or execution agency,
or when a work specification cannot be transferred to a remote JTM ASE.
If the error has not been corrected when the time period expires, then the
work specification will be deleted (see below);
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• delete the work specification and generate an abnormal termination report.
This action is taken when further useful processing of the work specification
is no longer possible and no attempts from users to correct the error are
awaited.

In addition to these options, a JTM user may also submit messages with error
diagnostics. An message is treated as an event (see report movement) by the
local JTM ASE and will generate a report that carries the message.

5.4.3 Security provision

Security, in particular authentication, has been recognised as an important
requirement for the support of JTM activity. Three mechanisms are available
for providing authentication, viz., password protection, third party authenti-
cation and audit trace.

Password protection mechanisms are the most common protection mechanism
and do not require additional explanation. In the third party authentication
mechanisms, the authenticator receives a statement from a trusted party that
user identifications present in the communication have already been authen-
ticated. Three levels of trust are recognised, viz., ‘unknown’(if there is no
other party willing to vouch for the information object being authenticated
rather than the object itself), ‘known’ (the network provides an authenticated
network address that can be used to validate the user identity), and ‘authenti-
cated’ (the user identity is authenticated using encryption techniques). Audit
trace mechanisms are used to support the previous mechanism by listing the
JTM ASEs that have been involved in the processing of the work specification,
and the level of trust associated with them.

Although third party authentication provides a practical method for security
provision, the highest level of trust relies on the use of encryption techniques,
which are outside the scope of JTM.

5.4.4 Implementation options

The JTM standard is functionally rich. In order to provide a flexible approach
to implement only a subset of JTM functions, the standard defines two di-
mensions of functional subsetting.

The first dimension comprises the provision of the essential features of JTM,
such that document movement, report movement and work manipulation can
be supported, but not report manipulation and transfer manipulation. The
second dimension consists of the definition of the functions that JTM ASEs
can provide depending on the type of system in which they reside and the
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agency types they support. For example, not all implementations support OSI
job submission, document processing or report processing. Any combination
of the defined classes of functions constitute a valid JTM implementation.

The JTM protocol relies on a number of other OSI components: CCR, the
Association Control Service Element (ACSE), and the Presentation service
provider, i.e., the first 6 layers of the OSI protocol stack. In order to increase
the acceptance level of JTM, it should be possible to use OSI as well as
non-OSI protocols. This can be accomplished when alternative mappings of
the JTM protocol on lower level protocol stacks are developed. A possible
candidate for such a protocol stack is the TCP/IP protocol suit, enhanced with
functions that can support CCR, or another two-phase commitment protocol,
and ACSE.

6 JTM Support of Workflow automation

In order to establish the conceptual correspondence between workflow and
JTM, we enumerate the correspondence between the various concepts and the
relationships between those concepts.

An object is an entity with a well-defined boundery and identity with meaning
for the problem at hand. An information object is an object that is used in a
workflow process to carry the information needed to perform activities. JTM
refers to documents, but uses a broad definition for it that renders information
objects and documents synonym in practice.

Both in workflow and in JTM, an abstraction is made from the precise nature
of an activity, by treating it as a collection of events. An event is something
that happens (occurs) at a point in time. An event has no duration. An event
in a workflow process corresponds to sending a work item, which is represented
in JTM by a work specification.

An actor is any single person, machine or group of actors that trigger events.
JTM uses the word agency for this concept. In case of human actors, there is
always a process running on a computer that communicates with this person.
The word agency refers to this (technological) process, whereas the word actor
is used in both (or even combined) ways. At the conceptual level there is no
need to distinguish between the two terms, so we use the more neutral word
“actor”.

An activity is a collection of events that a single actor can trigger in a single
span of time. This word is used both in the area of workflow and in JTM. In
JTM, there is a work specification that causes the JTM service provider to
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Fig. 4. Conceptual model of a workflow process.

trigger the activity of an appropriate agency. An activity starts as a result of
the occurrence of an event, it is performed by an actor and it finishes after all
its events have occurred. A difference between events and activities is that an
event is instantaneous, while an activity takes time.

A case is a single instance of a process. A case is initiated (synonym: opened)
as a result of a particular event (the initial event), processed through the exe-
cution of the required activities and completed (synonym:closed) when certain
conditions are met. Each case is represented by an information object called
case record or case file, in which the actual status of the case is kept. The
JTM-equivalent of case is (OSI) job. A job is initiated by an initiation agency
and leads to an initial work specification in the JTM service provider. The
JTM service provider keeps track of the job while it executes through this
work specification (and any of its descendants obtained by spawning).

A resource is something that can be used at any time by a single actor only. The
allocation of resources to activities is a competitive coordination (resources are
scarce). JTM uses service primitives to involve agencies and other resources to
allow for this type of coordination within the workflow process. JTM makes
use of the CCR (or equivalent) protocol to provide safe transaction services.

Figure 4 depicts the structure of these concepts as a UML class diagram [5].
In the sequel we describe the relationships between these concepts.

A case may contain several sub-cases. This feature is represented in our model
through the use of an aggregation association between a case object class
and this class itself. This tree structure hierarchy is suitable to structure and
decompose a complex case. A case may also refer to several information objects
simultaneously. Besides, different cases may refer to the same information
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object. Transaction mechanisms are provided to ensure safe operations under
such circumstances.

Both workflow and JTM consider a case as a set of activities. This feature
is represented in our model through the use of an aggregation association
between a case object class and an activity object class. An activity consists
of a set of events. This feature is represented in our model through the use
of an aggregation association between an activity object class and an event
object class. In JTM this feature is carried out by a service provider that
creates and maintains work specifications. An activity starts some time after
the occurrence of the event causing it, but never before. The JTM service
provider will do so by detecting the event, after which a service primitive is
issued to indicate to the agency that an activity must be started.

Work items in WFMSs correspond to work specifications in the JTM standard.
According to JTM, work specifications contain references to the information
required to perfom the work. Similarly, in our model a work item accesses an
information object. A work item also represents an event. JTM defines the
work specification as the physical object that represents an event.

An actor relates to an activity in two different ways. An actor either performs
an activity or is responsible for an activity. The difference between these types
of relationship is the following: an actor responsible for an activity, actually
may not be one who will perform this activity. But if there is something wrong
with this activity the actor responsible for it must be contacted. Besides, there
must be only one actor responsible for an activity while there may be several
actors performing this activity. The completion of an activity is signalled by
the JTM service provider, which takes the appropriate action according to
the work specification at hand. JTM does not have any specific provisions for
properly organising the responsibilities because this feature is a matter of the
application built on top of JTM. The regular JTM service primitives can be
used to put responsible actors to work when certain conditions are not met,
quite similar to the way in which other actors get work requests when these
conditions are met.

An actor also owns a work list. A work list consists of a set of work items
associated with an actor. All actors who work on a case or on any of its
subcases can inspect or change any information object in that case by means
of its work list.

An activity allocates resources, which are used by the actors while performing
an activity. In JTM, this is either a local matter or it is requested via the
JTM service or through another service outside the scope of JTM. Transaction
mechanisms are provided to safeguard the claims and releases of resources.
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7 Discussion

The JTM standard is useful to support workflow tools, because the workflow
concepts of case, activity, actor, event, object, and resource can be represented
by the JTM concepts of OSI job, activity, agency, work specification, docu-
ment and resource, respectively. Furthermore, the relationships between those
concepts can be represented by similar relationships or service primitives in
JTM. That is sufficient evidence to show that JTM is conceptually suitable to
support workflow processes, which justifies a positive answer to our research
question. In answering this question, we have used only deductive reasoning
(as opposed to inductive reasoning). This allows us to claim general validity
of the result. Of course, practical aspects require further experiments, since
we have established conceptual correspondence only. Such experiments are
considered beyond the scope of this paper.

A WFMS can be considered a useful application of JTM because it draws
on most (if not all) of JTM’s functionalities. Apart from triggering activities
by means of communicating work specifications between JTM ASE’s, busi-
ness processes require the use of monitors for reporting purposes, transaction
control for distributed atomicity and consistency of activities, and security
provisions. All of these things are provided by JTM.

This result affects the current efforts of the WfMC, which is currently engaged
in the process of writing API specifications for the different interfaces defined
in the Coalition’s reference model, such as [35]. These efforts can be comple-
mented by taking the JTM service specification [16] and aligning both. This
renders the design of a workflow protocol obsolete because the JTM proto-
col [17] may be reused. The choice to do so must be taken by the Coalition,
of course. The fact that the JTM standard is not proprietary to any vendor
helps to make it politically acceptable in a vendor dominated community as
the WfMC. The fact that JTM is an ISO standard is helpful to convince Coali-
tion members of the quality of JTM, because ISO has strict (and long and
labour intensive) procedures to ensure that a standard is sound before being
approved.

Currently workflow management systems have predominantly client/server ar-
chitectures [28], in which knowledge about the processes is centralised. The
further development of current workflow management systems from a single
server architecture to multi server architecture is anticipated, e.g. [30]. Re-
markably enough, this development was anticipated by the JTM design team
as well, as early as 1989. Workflow applications are inherently distributed, be-
cause business processes in general are distributed over different organisational
units inside and outside an organisation. Although a centralised architecture
simplifies the design of functionalities, such as synchronisation, monitoring and
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transaction support, a distributed architecture is an acknowledged require-
ment for the next generation of WFMSs [3,30]. Distributed servers provide
several advantages, such as a greater scalability, an increased configuration
flexibility and an increased resilience to failures. The architecture of the JTM
standard assumes that JTM application service elements are distributed. The
workflow server functions are typically performed by the JTM ASE, which
communicates with the initiation agency. This means that the server perfor-
mance burden is distributed over the ASE’s that serve the various initiation
agencies. In this context, the integration of JTM and Internet developments
should be further investigated.

An interesting question to discuss at this point is why workflow and JTM have
not been related to one another earlier. We can but speculate on the answer,
especially since the conceptual correspondence between the two is so apparent.
We think it is caused by a combination of factors. Time plays a role, because
the notion of workflow has been used widely only during the past few years.
JTM being short of good applications is a factor too, because it never became
a widely known standard. Finally, we think that there should be more interest
from both fields in each other’s developments.

8 Conclusion

We contend that interoperability among different brands of WFMSs has not
been achieved so far. In addition, these efforts seem to be isolated from
other standardisation activities, notably those of ISO and ITU-TS (formerly
CCITT) in the area of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI).

We have shown that the OSI JTM standard can be considered as a suit-
able workflow standard for remote interworking. This standard provides a
rich functionality, which includes document movement, report movement and
work manipulation. Furthermore, it supports a number of important features,
such as transactions, error handling and security provision. Although JTM is
a complex standard, useful subsets are defined, which limit implementation
complexity and costs per end-system.

An area of future work is to align the current efforts of the WfMC with the
existing documentation of the JTM standards. By doing so, much work is
avoided and further development of WFMS is achieved faster. Another area
of future work is the provision of alternative mappings of the JTM protocol,
such that non-OSI protocol stacks can be used instead of the OSI protocol
stack to provide the lower level communication support.
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